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Abstract
It is foreseen to build an ADS demonstrator (MYRRHA)
in Mol (Belgium). Such a device will be piloted by a 600
MeV / 4mA superconducting Linac. A prototypical
cryomodule, for the high energy section of the
accelerator, equipped with a 5-cell superconducting cavity
and its tuning system was realised. Developed at INFN
Milano, this RF cryogenic accelerating device is tested for
the first time at IPN Orsay. The status of the R&D
activities regarding the main elements of this device are
described in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
Accelerator Driven system (ADS) is one solution to
enable the reduction of nuclear waste radio-toxicity
before their deep ground storage. Based on the
transmutation process, such a device allows to decrease
the radioactive waste life time and consequently to relax
the constraints on the geological disposals.[1]
Towards this goal, The MYRRHA experimental facility
which is planned to be built in Mol (Belgium) wishes to
demonstrate the technical feasibility of Transmutation. [2]
An ADS transmuter typically requires a 600MeV to
1GeV accelerator delivering a beam intensity of a few
milliamps. Because of the induced thermal stress to the
subcritical core, the high-power proton LINAC will have
to fulfil stringent reliability requirements.[3]
The high energy section of the MYRRHA Linac will
be composed of 5 cells elliptical cavities. A prototypical
cryomodule, equipped with a β=0.47 superconducting
cavity and its tuning system, developed by INFN Milano
is tested at IPN Orsay. This experiment aims to evaluate
the cavity performances but above all the cryomodule
reliability to fulfill ADS needs. We report here the RF and
cryogenics developments of this module as well as
preliminary tests and considerations in view of
performance and reliability studies.

SUPERCONDUCTING ACCELERATING
MODULE
The development of an accelerating superconducting
cavity requires the prototyping of all the auxiliary systems
needed for its operation in a real environment. In this
context, R&D activities involve INFN and CNRS
resulting in the design and fabrication of a cryogenic real
scale module dedicated to be tested in new experimental
area. INFN contributed in the development of the
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cryomodule and made available its beta 0.47 TRASCO
cavity equipped with a cold tuning system. IPN Orsay
(CNRS/IN2P3) participated in the development of the
cryogenic valve-box, of the power couplers and makes
available its new facility SUPRATech dedicated to the
preparation (chemistry, clean room) and cavity tests
(experimental area set up in progress) with an 80 kW RF
power supply.

The Cryomodule
The Cryomodule design (see Figure 1) has been
performed by considering reliable aspects for the
assembly, and the cavity handling, derived from the
experience accumulated by the TESLA Test Facility
(TTF) and the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS).

Figure 1: The prototypal 700MHz cryomodule, installed
in the experimental pit and an inside view during
instrumentation.
The module is 1.5 m long, for a diameter of about 1.4
m with the cold box assembled on top of it. The module
was designed to operate at 2K for a nominal accelerating
gradient of 8.5 MV/m and an assumed conservative
quality factor value of Q0=5.109 for computations. At 2K,
the dynamic heat load has been estimated to 25W and 4W
in static conditions. More details concerning the thermal
design are given in Reference [4].
Static losses are kept in the module by minimizing the
heat flow toward the 2K helium bath. Therefore, the
thermal radiation, flowing from surfaces at room
temperature, is intercepted by a thermal shield at
intermediate temperature (Nitrogen at 77 K) and
minimized by using multilayer insulating blanket
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(35layers of single aluminnized Mylar® sheets
s
separated by
a low thermaal conducting spacer net ).
The cryoggenic cold valve box, derived from thee IPN
Orsay EURISOL design, has a nominaal cooling cappacity
of 50W at 2K
K. A 20 literss helium bufffer is placed inside
i
the box to prevent from
m pressure peerturbations inn the
cavity Tank. The cold boxx thermal shield, made of coopper
and covered with multilayyer insulation, is able to evaacuate
60W at arounnd 80K.

The Dresseed Cavity
The cryogenic module is
i equipped with
w one of thee two
TRASCO caavities (geomeetrical β=0.477) fully “dresssed”.
A magnetic shield made of 1 mm Cryyoperm10® sheets
s
encloses the cavity and is located insidde the helium Tank
[5]. Magnettic shield measurements
showed thatt the
m
contribution to the surfacee resistance byy trapped maggnetic
mated to be below
b
10 nΩ which
w
guaranntee a
field is estim
quality factorr higher than 5.10
5 9.
The cavityy and its shieldd are placed inn a titanium heelium
tank which provides the low pressuree He bath foor 2K
operations.
A coaxial blade
b
tuner deerived from thhe one successsfully
tested at TTF
F [6] has beenn developed and
a fabricatedd (see
Figure 2) witthin the EU FP6
F CARE-HIIPPI program.. This
device, mouunted on the tank, will alllow slow andd fast
tuning comppensation. A rotation torqque provided by a
stepper mootor is trannsferred intoo a longituudinal
displacementt by means off bending bladdes and enablees the
control of thhe cavity resoonance frequeency and the static
compensationn of Lorentz forces detunning. This cooaxial
device is alsso assisted byy piezoelectriic actuators which
w
allow dynam
mic cavity freqquency adjustm
ments.

Figure 2: Thee Z501 TRAS
SCO cavity fully dressed wiith its
stepper motoors and the pieezoelectric acttuators.

FIRST
T EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimennt Installatioon & First Cold
C
Test
The cryom
module fabriccated by SIM
MIC Companny in
Camerana (Ittaly), was dellivered in spriing 2010 at IP
PNO.
It was then assembled
a
annd instrumenteed with its drressed
cavity. At the
t
same tim
me the form
mer naked AGOR
A
cyclotron piit was renovvated as an experimental area
dedicated to RF suuperconducting cavities and
cryomoduless. A piping neetwork was alsso built in ordder to
save helium going out of the
t cryogenic device. This He is
then stored and re-liquefied, in situ,, to re-supplyy the
cryogenics experiments of the SU
UPRATech area.

Pum
mping systems to obtain a 2K super-fluiid He bath inn
the cavity tank are currenntly being installed
i
andd
processed.
In view of RF tests the internal surfaces of the cavityy
weree prepared byy applying a cchemical surfaace treatment..
The BCP (Buffereed Chemical Polishing) waas applied forr
30 min
m to removve an averagee Niobium thiickness of 255
µm. Such value was
w estimatedd sufficient sin
nce the cavityy
had already beenn treated and tested in verrtical cryostatt
[7]. Finally the resonator
r
wass High Pressu
ure Rinsed inn
clean
n room and thhe cavity wass closed without its powerr
coup
pler but withh an antenna which enables a criticall
coup
pling.
It was chosen to
t first proceeed to low pow
wer tests, withh
an antenna
a
providding a criticall coupling, i.ee without thee
power couplers. Those tests w
will enable to measure anyy
ution of the quality factoor [7] since its assemblyy
evolu
with
hin the helium
m tank and the magnetic shield. It will bee
carriied out at 4K
K and 2K, andd it will be, above all, ann
expeeriment for tessting the new building facillity as well ass
the performance
p
o the cryogennic cooling sysstem.
of
A first preliminnary cryogenicc test was ach
hieved in Julyy
2010
0 giving conclusive results in the coolin
ng capabilitiess
of th
he thermal screen
s
and thhe cavity tan
nk. The goodd
functioning of thee entire RF Phhase Lock Loo
op (PLL) wass
checcked and caviity modes weere identified
d. However a
signiificant leak was detectedd at 4 K on
n the helium
m
circu
uitry and thee experimentt had to bee stopped too
investigate on its cause.
c
Th
he entire poweer supply chaiin has been in
nstalled, testedd
and is now fully operationaal. A Thaless® IOT wass
successfully tunedd, and an exppected averag
ge gain of 21
dB was measureed (The gainn is slightly changing ass
function of the output poweer, maximum:: 21.5dB forr
60kW
W).
On
nce the Poweer Couplers coonditioned, th
he high powerr
tests will be a seccond evaluatioon of the mod
dule cryogenicc
efficciency. But, abbove all it is tthe capability of the piezo-based tuning systeem coupled w
with the protottypical digitall
LLR
RF I/Q feedbaack loop whicch will be ev
valuated. Thee
reliaability of the entire
e
installaation and its response
r
timee
for fast
f set points update of thee entire installlation will bee
testeed.

Tuning System Characteriisation
Th
he low powerr tests will allso enable to
o evaluate thee
staticc and dynamiic capabilitiess of the slow
w (motor) andd
fast cold tuning system
s
(FCTS
S) (piezoelectrric actuators),,
alreaady measuredd at room ttemperature. Those firstss
meassurements aim
med to evaluatte the vibratin
ng mechanicall
mod
des of the caviity and to moddel the transfe
fer function off
the FCTS
F
acting on the cavityy resonance frequency, inn
view
w of reliabillity analysis and RF caavity controll
simu
ulations.[8]
In this purpose,, the experimeental setup is described byy
Figu
ure 3. A low
w power RF signal at th
he resonatingg
frequ
uency (π-modde) of the caavity is introd
duced. In thiss
way,, the detuning is deducedd by measurin
ng the phasee
betw
ween the input and the outpuut signal. At th
he same time,,
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this phase oscillation is compared
c
to the piezos drriving
signal by usiing a lock-in amplifier
a
whicch provides a good
noise rejectiion [9]. The Bode diagraam of the tuuning
system (Gainn in Hz/V annd phase) cann be deduced from
the harmonicc response of the
t discrete frrequency sweeep.

THP023

The model was reealised by adj
djusting the haalf bandwidthh
δωi of the resonan
nces and theirr pulsations ωi as well thee
detun
ning amplituddes coefficientts Ki. This mo
odel is used too
comp
plete a prelim
minary theoreetical study of
o the cavityy
behaaviour with itts LLRF conttrol feedback loop system..
This computer prrogram using Matlab simullink™ allowss
to sttudy reliable aspect of thhe control sy
ystem and too
prop
pose solutions for the development of a reliable
r
FCTS
S
feedb
back loop system.[8]

CONCLU
USION

Figure 3: Exxperimental seetup for measuuring the TF of
o the
fast tuning syystem.
Several measurements
m
s were carrried by appplying
different volltage amplitudde (0.5 to 200 V) to the piezos
p
terminals. Thhe main tenddencies of thee FCTS behaaviour
have been assessed,
a
and main micropphonics vibraations
identified aree between 50H
Hz to 200Hz (possible
(
excittation
from the pum
mping system
ms). The detunning was meaasured
for a frequenncy sweep from 0 to 1 kH
Hz, as well as
a the
phase betweeen the piezos driving signaal and the detuuning
oscillations.
To anticippate on the beest solutions for
f the controol and
feedback sysstem of the tuuner, one cann extrapolate, from
the previouss measuremeents, a modeel of the traansfer
function. Onn Figure 4, thhe blue curvees are the gaiin (in
Hz/V) and the
t phase dedduced from the
t measurem
ments.
The green curve is the reesult of sum of first orderr and
second orderr transfer funnctions. The first
f
order traansfer
function enaables to adjuust the gain at low frequuency
whereas the second
s
orderss imitate the reesonances [9]..
n

H ( s ) = H 1 ( s ) + ∑ H 2i ( s )
i =1

H 1 ( s) =

K
1 + τs

and H 2i ( s ) =

K i ωi
s + 2 δω i s + ω i2
2

Figure 4: Meeasurements and
a model of the FCTS traansfer
function at rooom temperatuure.

Th
he experimental campaign on the 700M
MHz full scalee
Cryo
omodule starrted in July 2010 with
h preliminaryy
cryogenic tests. Inn the long ruun, the experiiment will bee
able to provide a testing benchh for specific sequences off
the MYRRHA
M
fauult tolerant Linnac. The aimss of reliabilityy
tests will be to recover
r
and complement computationss
resullts for the set points updatinng and fast caavity detuningg
to validate
v
an effficient and safe “fast faault-recovery””
procedure [8].
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